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CCC&TI Spring Chorus
Concert, 12:15, B-100, FPA
Theatre

Spring semester is always a busy time for CCC&TI students. Here’s a look at some of the
activities that took place during the month of April:

5
CCC&TI Spring Chorus Concert, 12:15 p.m. St. James
Episcopal Church in Lenoir

Writer’s Symposium - CCC&TI hosted author Conor Grennan for the annual Laurette
LePrevost Writer’s Symposium. Students and community members attended events on the
Watauga Campus, the J.E. Broyhill Civic Center in Lenoir and the Caldwell Campus.

Science Expo, Gym, 11 a.m.
to 7 p.m.

Immigration and Diversity Symposium - CCC&TI hosted the Immigration and Diversity
Symposium on April 21 at the J.E. Broyhill Civic Center. Speakers Kimberly Rae, Heather
:JH]VULHUK3LZSPL4J5HTHYHZWVRLVU[OL[VWPJVM/\THU;YHɉJRPUN4VYL[OHU
people attended the event, including local educators, Department of Social Services ofÄJPHSZJOPSKYLU»ZHK]VJH[LZI\ZPULZZHUKJVTT\UP[`SLHKLYZHUKZ[\KLU[Z

9
End of Spring Semester
12
AHS/GED Graduation, J.E.
Broyhill Civic Center
13
Curriculum Graduation, J.E.
Broyhill Civic Center
14
Caldwell Early College High
School Graduation, 7 p.m.
16
Final Registration for Summer
Semester
17
Foundation Celebration
Luncheon
18
Summer Semester Curriculum Classes begin
CCC&TI Board of Trustees
Meeting, 6 p.m.; Watauga
19
Caldwell Career Center
Middle College Graduation
30
Memorial Day Holiday, Institution Closed

For a complete
calendar of events
including student
workshops and other
activities, visit
www.cccti.edu

Spring Flings - CCC&TI’s Caldwell SGA hosted Spring Fling on the Caldwell Campus on
Thursday, April 21. Students enjoyed free lunch provided by the Culinary Guild or Domino’s
Pizza, learned about student clubs on campus and also enjoyed casino games as part of
the Las Vegas themed event. The Watauga Campus SGA hosted Spring Fling on Thursday,
April 28. Students enjoyed free lunch, games, music, club information and giveaways.
Poetry Events - CCC&TI also hosted events commemorating National Poetry Month durPUN(WYPS;OL>H[H\NH*HTW\ZOVZ[LKP[ZÄYZ[7VL[Y`:SHTHUKWVL[Y`WVZ[LYJVU[LZ[VU
April 21. The Caldwell Campus hosted a Poetry Slam on Tuesday, April 26. Both campuses
also celebrated “Poem in Your Pocket Day” with free candy for students.

OMA Hosts Visitors from Industries for the Blind
Visitors from Industries for the Blind, located in Winston-Salem, visited CCC&TI’s
Ophthalmic Medical Assisting class
Tuesday, April 26. They discussed with the
JSHZZ[OL[VWÄ]LVJ\SHYKPZLHZLZ[OH[HYL
currently the major causes of blindness in
the United States, treatment options for
the blind and visually impaired outside the
clinic environment and in an every-day
setting. Assistive technology devices for
the visually impaired were demonstrated.
Devices included a bar code scanner to
assist with grocery shopping and another
[OH[PKLU[PÄLK[OLHTV\U[VMTVUL`H
person is holding. They closed with how
a service animal is trained and service
animal etiquette.

Science Expo
Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute will host a Science Expo on Thursday, May 5 in the Caldwell Campus gym. The event will feature various science projects
prepared by both curriculum and adult education students. Projects will be on display for
the college community and the public from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. A $100 prize will be awarded
[V[OLÄYZ[WSHJLLU[YPLZPU[^VKP]PZPVUZ!*\YYPJ\S\THUK*VSSLNL *HYLLY9LHKPULZZ
/VUVYHISLTLU[PVUZ^PSSYLJLP]LHJLY[PÄJH[LVMYLJVNUP[PVU:[\KLU[Z^OVHYLPU[LYLZ[LKPU
submitting a research-based project (subjects such as social science, math, engineering, or
HU`ZJPLUJLYLSH[LK[LJOUPJHSÄLSKHYLLSPNPISLMVY[OLJVTWL[P[PVUTH`JHSS+LUPZL>PSSPHTZ
at 726-2338 or ask your instructor for details. Projects, which can include already-comWSL[LKHZZPNUTLU[ZT\Z[IL[\YULKPU[V+LUPZL>PSSPHTZ*\YYPJ\S\T+P]PZPVUVY4LSPZZH
+HYSPUN:OHYP)YV^U**9+P]PZPVUI`WT4H`
Even if you’re not entering a project, please stop by the gym on May 5 between 11 a.m.
and 7 p.m. to see your classmates’ great work.
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Appalachian and CCC&TI Sign Articulation Agreement for
Communication Sciences and Disorders/Speech Language Pathology
An articulation agreement between Appalachian State University and Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute
*** ;0^HZZPNULK4HYJO[VWYV]PKLZ[\KLU[Z^P[O[OL
opportunity to smoothly transition from CCC&TI’s two-year
:WLLJO3HUN\HNL7H[OVSVN`(ZZPZ[HU[7YVNYHT:37([V
Appalachian’s four-year degree program in Communication
:JPLUJLZHUK+PZVYKLYZ*:+
On hand to sign the articulation agreement were Mark Poarch, executive vice president at CCC&TI, left, and Dr. Sue
Edwards, Appalachian’s interim executive vice chancellor for
HJHKLTPJHɈHPYZ
The SLPA program at CCC&TI has been graduating students
for more than 10 years. After graduation, students can join
the workforce as a speech language pathology assistant or
continue their education. Only seven colleges in North CaroSPUHVɈLY[OL)HJOLSVYVM:JPLUJLKLNYLLPU*VTT\UPJH[PVU
Sciences and Disorders. Many students who graduate from
CCC&TI decide to enroll at Appalachian.
This articulation agreement will make a seamless transition for students who want to continue their education in speech
pathology, as they will know exactly which courses will transfer to Appalachian and which will not. This information will
help map out their academic plan much earlier and will help them better plan for their future, according to Jane Rex,
KPYLJ[VYVM(WWHSHJOPHU»Z6ɉJLVM;YHUZMLY:LY]PJLZ
Dr. Louise Keegan, program director of Appalachian’s CSD program, stated that the articulation agreement will encourHNLOPNOS`X\HSPÄLKHUKLU[O\ZPHZ[PJ:37(NYHK\H[LZMYVT*** ;0[VJVU[PU\L[OLPYLK\JH[PVUPUHMV\Y`LHYWYVNYHT
with opportunity to pursue graduate studies in speech language pathology.
“These students with their
practical experience will bring a
wealth of hands-on knowledge
to undergraduate classes at
Appalachian, and their diverse
perspectives will enhance the
educational experiences of those
students who have not yet had
such encounters. Furthermore,
[OPZWYVNYHT^PSSILULÄ[LK\JHtion in the state as both institutions work collaboratively to
improve educational experiences
for students pursuing these
healthcare professions,” Keegan
said.
Mark Poarch, executive vice
president of CCC&TI, stated,
“This is an exciting day for both
institutions but especially for
students who will now have another avenue for continuing their
education. I am extremely proud
of the long-standing relationship
between CCC&TI and ASU. This
articulation agreement is another
example of these two institutions
working collaboratively to create
opportunities for students.”
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CCC&TI Partners with Local Company to Provide Leadership Training
Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute’s
Corporate and Continuing Education Division recently
partnered with Bemis Manufacturing’s Lenoir location
[VVɈLY[OL;V[HS9LZWVUZPISL3LHKLY;YHPUPUN7YVNYHT
to employees.
Bemis Manufacturing Company is a family-owned
business headquartered in Sheboygan Falls, Wisc. The
company markets products under its own brands and
provides expertise to others, producing private-label
products and component parts for a wide variety of
industries. Bemis acquired the Lenoir, N.C. facility in
 ^OLYLP[VɈLYZHM\SSYHUNLVMPUQLJ[PVU[LJOUVSVgies to its customers located in the Southeastern
United States. The company makes products ranging
from toilet seats to tractor parts to shopping carts for
consumer, commercial, medical and industrial markets
on a global scale.
CCC&TI’s Total Responsible Leader Training program
utilizes the trademarked “Totally Responsible Person”
curriculum developed by Winston-Salem based TRP
,U[LYWYPZLZ0UJ;OL[YHPUPUNLTWOHZPaLZ[OLILULÄ[Z
VMTHPU[HPUPUNH¸WVZP[P]LWYVK\J[P]LHUKLɈLJ[P]LH[titude, no matter what the circumstances.” In total, 24
Bemis employees were selected to go through the
training based on their leadership potential and job
performance.

Pictured from left to right are Bemis employees John Bradford,
Denny Sanchez, Thong Khang, Mandy Arney, Tommy Greer and
Bruce Campbell.
Pictured below from left to right, front row, are Carmen Bolick,
Susan Pipes, Tammy Harper, Veronica Whittington, Carina Tester
and Shana Tramble. Back row, left to right, are Stuart Justice,

CCC&TI also recently partnered with Caldwell HosWPJLHUK7HSSPH[P]L*HYL[VVɈLY[OL;V[HS9LZWVUZPISL
Leader Training Program to employees. Sixteen Hospice employees completed the training and received
[OLPYJLY[PÄJH[LZ
For more information on Corporate and Continuing
Education or customized business and industry
training through CCC&TI, call 828-726-2242 or visit
www.cccti.edu.

Pictured from left to right are Hospice
Employees Debra Land, Brittany Bonn,
Thomas Ray-MD, Terry Johnson, Nancy
Wallace, Grace Bradford, April Moore,
Martha Livingston, Jeanna Wilson, Lisa
Caviness, Cathy Swanson, Steve Butler,
Vickie Britt, CCC&TI TRP Instructor
Ann Edwards, Elizabeth Beard
and Paula Whisnant.
Congratulations to these local
Hospice employees on
completing this training.
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CCC&TI Students Excel at Skills Competition
Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute students participated in the 51st Annual SkillsUSA North Carolina
State Leadership and Skills Conference this week in Greensboro. Many came home with much more than a great learning experience with peers from across the state.
Four CCC&TI students won medals in the 2016 North Carolina SkillsUSA Post-Secondary competition, a statewide
showcase of trade, technical and leadership skills. According to SkillsUSA North Carolina, the contests span more than
95 trade areas with more than 1,700 career and technical education students participating.
This year’s winners from CCC&TI are:
AHJOHY`)SL]PUZZ[7SHJL,SLJ[YPJHS*VUZ[Y\J[PVU>PYPUN(K]PZVY!:\ZHU+LHS
;VT4LUKLUOHSS0UZ[Y\J[VYHUK(ZH>H[ZVUZ[7SHJL4VIPSL9VIV[PJZ!(K]PZVY!:\ZHU+LHS
3HYY`4PSHTUK7SHJL;LJOUPJHS+YHM[PUN!(K]PZVY!:\ZHU+LHS
*HZL`1VULZYK7SHJL(\[VTV[P]L:LY]PJL;LJOUVSVNPLZ(K]PZVY!9V`1LUUPUNZ

From to left to right: CCC&TI Instructor
Tom Mendenhall joins North Carolina SkillsUSA
Post-Secondary competition winners
Asa Watson (1st place Mobile Robotics),
Zachary Blevins (1st place Electrical
Construction Wiring),
Casey Jones (3rd place Automotive
Service Technologies) and
Larry Milam (2nd place Technical Drafting).
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CCC&TI TRIO/SSS Program Honors Students
*HSK^LSS*VTT\UP[`*VSSLNLHUK;LJOUPJHS0UZ[P[\[LYLJLU[S`OLSKP[ZHUU\HS;906:[\KLU[:\WWVY[:LY]PJLZ:::
(^HYKZ*LSLIYH[PVUH[[OL1,)YV`OPSS*P]PJ*LU[LYPU3LUVPY:[\KLU[ZJVSSLNLVɉJPHSZHUKJVTT\UP[`Z\WWVY[LYZNH[Oered for a reception to pay tribute to the program’s students.
TRIO/SSS provides opportunities to CCC&TI students for academic development, assistance with basic college requirements and motivation toward the successful completion of post-secondary education.
([V[HSVM;906:::Z[\KLU[ZYLWYLZLU[PUNIV[O*** ;0JHTW\ZLZ^PSSNYHK\H[L[OPZZWYPUN(UV[OLYÄ]L^PSSLP[OLY
transfer to a 4-year institution or graduate from CCC&TI this summer. As part of the ceremony, students were presented
^OP[LJVYKZ[VKLZPNUH[L[OLPYHɉSPH[PVU^P[O[OLJVSSLNL»Z;906WYVNYHTHZ[OL`THYJOH[NYHK\H[PVU
Other awards presented to students included Academic Recognition, Academic Excellence, Outstanding Personal
Growth, Outstanding Persistence, Outstanding Participation and Service and recognition of TRIO/SSS tutors.
Also honored were Jordan Zuzolo, a senior at South Caldwell High School and Kiley Mendosa, a senior at West Caldwell
High School, both winners of the 2016 G. Lewis Bernhardt Fellow award. This year marks the 14th annual award of
the endowed G. Lewis Bernhardt Scholarship, which is reserved for TRIO/ETS graduating seniors who plan to study at
CCC&TI.
As is tradition at the annual event, a TRIO/SSS student shared her “TRIO First-Generation College Statement.” Rheannon Joseph, who is currently completing her Paralegal Technology Associate Degree, shared how much TRIO has meant
to her.
¸;906OHZILLUHIPNWHY[VMT`JVSSLNLL_WLYPLUJL¹1VZLWOZHPK¸;906Z[HɈOH]LVM[LUILLUT`ZV\UKPUNIVHYK0
can always count on my TRIO family.”
For more information on TRIO programs at CCC&TI, call 828-726-2727 or visit www.cccti.edu/trio.

TRIO Graduates
CCC&TI’s TRIO/SSS
program celebrated more
than 50 graduates during a ceremony on Friday,
April 8. Several of those
students were present to
receive their TRIO/SSS
graduate cords. Pictured
from left to right: Monica
Moore, Beth Tester, Donald Wood, Martina Price,
Shelby Hatton, Marlene
Burmeister, Rachel Collins and Ana Barrera.

ACADEMIC RECOGNITION (3.5 GPA or
higher)
TRIO/SSS Academic Recognition Award
recipients were, from left to right: Martina
Price, Linda Picazo, Katrina Cook and Ana
Barrera.
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE (3.75 or higher)
TRIO/SSS Academic Excellence Award
recipients were, from left to right: Donald
Wood, Monica Moore, Shelby Hatton and
Tammy Anderson.

PERSONAL GROWTH
9LJPWPLU[ZVM[OL*LY[PÄJH[LVM
Personal Growth included, from left
to right: Martina Price, Linda Picazo,
Monica Moore, Shelby Hatton, Krystal Cranston and Katrina Cook.

PERSISTENCE
9LJPWPLU[ZVM[OL*LY[PÄJH[LVM6\[Z[HUKPUN7LYZPZ[LUJL
PUJS\KLKMYVTSLM[[VYPNO[!4VUPJH=LJJOPVUL1LɈLY`
Smith, Rheannon Joseph and Krystal Cranston.

PARTICIPATION
Several were honored for Outstanding Participation and Service to
TRIO/SSS. Pictured are left to right:
Front row: Beth Tester, Linda Picazo,
Monica Moore, Shelby Hatton and
Katrina Cook. Back row: Eric Price,
Martina Price, Allen Price, Rheannon Joseph, Krystal Cranston and
Tammy Anderson.

BERNHARDT AWARD
TRIO/ETS program participant Jordan Zuzolo, a senior at South
Caldwell High School, is pictured with Larry Freiman (left) and
Barbara Freiman (right), after Zuzolo was presented with the
2016 G. Lewis Bernhardt Fellow Award.
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*** ;0[V6ɈLY,_[YLTL:\WLY:\TTLY*HTWMVY2PKZ
;OPZZ\TTLY*HSK^LSS*VTT\UP[`*VSSLNLHUK;LJOUPJHS0UZ[P[\[L»Z*VU[PU\PUN,K\JH[PVU+P]PZPVU^PSSVUJLHNHPUVɈLY
“Extreme Super Summer Camp” for kids ages 5 and up. The program will feature week-long courses and daily activities
MYVTHT[VWT4VUKH`[OYV\NO-YPKH`,HJOZLZZPVUJV]LYZ[^V[VWPJZ^P[OZ[\KLU[ZZLWHYH[LKPU[VKPɈLYLU[
age groups to allow each program to be customized with appropriate activities.
*HTWZLZZPVUZILNPUVU1\ULHUKY\U[OYV\NO[OL^LLRVM(\N,HYS`KYVWVɈ[PTLZ^PSSILH]HPSHISLMYVT!
HT[VHT3H[LWPJR\W[PTLZ^PSSILMYVTWT[V!WT*VZ[WLYZLZZPVUPZ HUKPUJS\KLZLHYS`KYVWVɈ
late pick-up, two programs and a snack between programs. Kids in the Kitchen sessions are $75.
Registration for Extreme Super Summer Camp is ongoing and space is limited. To register, or for more information, call
828-726-2242.
Following is the program schedule for each week:
June 20-June 24: Art Expo
Pottery - Like making things with your hands? Come experience the world of pottery. Students will have the chance
[VSLHYU^P[OOHUKZVUL_WLYPLUJL[OLHY[VMJYLH[PUNTHU`KPɈLYLU[[`WLZVMWV[[LY`(SSVM[OLWPLJLZ[OH[HYLJYLH[LK
within the classroom will be displayed at a gallery opening at the college on the last day. Students will be able to take
their projects home at the end of the week.
Art: A Little Bit of Everything - Want to create something? Like to use your imagination? Come and allow your imagina[PVU[VZVHY;OPZJV\YZL^PSSPU[YVK\JLZ[\KLU[Z[VTHU`KPɈLYLU[[`WLZVMHY[HUKHSSV^THU`NYLH[OHUKZVUWYVQLJ[Z
Students will be able to showcase their projects in an open gallery at the college on the last day of class.
June 27- July 1: Little Robots (Designed for ages 5-8 only)
Building Robots - Students will be involved in interactive, hands-on activities that include creating, designing and constructing eco jewelry, robots and cars. Through this process, members will learn how to create and maintain an engineering notebook while learning about the engineering design process.
Robots Everywhere! - Robots surround us everywhere. Students will discover how they interact with robots on a daily
basis and how they can work to make their own creations.
July 11 - July 15: Bigger Bots (designed for ages 9 and up only)
Building Robots - Students will be involved in interactive, hands-on activities that include creating, designing and constructing eco jewelry, robots and cars. Through this process, members will learn how to create and maintain an engineering notebook while learning about the engineering design process.
Robots Everywhere! - Robots surround us everywhere. Students will discover how they interact with robots on a daily
basis and how they can work to make their own creations.
Or
Destination Science
Mad Science! - Step into a lab full of fun and discover your inner mad scientist!
Whether you are a chemist, a physicist or an engineer, during Science Adven[\YLZ*HTWZ[\KLU[Z^PSSOH]LH^PSKHUK^HJR`[PTLL_WSVYPUNKPɈLYLU[[`WLZ
of science.
Science Adventures - Science is experimental, exploratory and exciting! It’s
HIV\[[OL(OHTVTLU[ZPUSPMLSPRL^OLU`V\ÄN\YLV\[OV^ZVTL[OPUN
works, or realize that science and cooking go hand in hand. Students will get
to of creativity and discovery while building and playing with astonishing gadgets and fantastic gizmos.
July 18 - July 22: Steps Ahead Fitness
Basketball Camp - Love Basketball? Want to learn more? Come and have fun
this summer learning basketball fundamentals such as ball handling skills,
passing, dribbling, shooting and team play. Bring your friends and make it a
NYV\WLɈVY[:[\KLU[ZULLK[VIYPUNN`TJSV[OLZ[LUUPZZOVLZHUKH^H[LY
bottle with their name on it.
Kickin’ Martial Arts - This course will introduce students to the basic movements within marital arts. Several styles and techniques will be covered to
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OLSWZ[\KLU[ZNL[HUPKLHVM[OLTHU`KPɈLYLU[KPZJPWSPULZ[OH[HYL[H\NO[:[\KLU[Z^PSSULLK[VKYLZZPUJHZ\HSN`T
clothes and have socks available. Students will need to bring a water bottle with their name on it.
July 25 - July 29: Power Cheer
Cheerleading/Dance – Learn age appropriate dance, cheer and chants. The class will work on tumbling and stunting.
:[\KLU[ZHSZV^PSSKVZL]LYHS[LHTI\PSKPUNJOLLYSLHKPUNHJ[P]P[PLZ^OPJO^PSS^VYR[VI\PSKZLSMJVUÄKLUJL*OLLYSLHKLYZ
ULLK[VKYLZZPUN`TZOVY[ZVYWHU[Z[ZOPY[HUK[LUUPZZOVLZ/HPYULLKZ[VILW\[\WVɈ[OLPYZOV\SKLYZ5VQL^LSY`PZ
allowed. Students need to bring a bottle of water with their name on it.
.`TUHZ[PJZ+HUJL¶:[\KLU[Z^PSSSLHYU[VL_WYLZZ[OLTZLS]LZ[OYV\NOTV]LTLU[;OL`^PSSSLHYUKPɈLYLU[KHUJLZ[`SLZ
within the classroom and will have time to share ideas and be creative in coming up with their own dance routine. Students will need to wear comfortable clothing that allows easy movement. They will also need tennis shoes and socks.
Students should bring a water bottle with their name on it.
Aug. 1 – Aug. 5: You’ve Got Talent
Costumes and Props - Can’t get enough acting? Students will be introduced to life in the theater, from costume design
[VÄUHSJ\Y[HPUJHSS/H]LM\U^OPSL`V\I\PSK[OLZRPSSZHUKJVUÄKLUJL`V\^PSSULLK[VZ\JJLLKPU[OL[OLH[LYZJOVVSHUK
life!
Characters and Scripts - Ever wondered how scripts are developed for plays, movies or TV shows? How each character
is developed? What goes into playing a role in a program? Come take part in the preparation of a play to be performed
the last day of class.
Aug. 8 – Aug. 12: Speed Camp
(LYVK`UHTPJZ3PRLHPYWSHULZ&>HU[[VI\PSKHOLSPJVW[LY&*VTLSLHYUOV^[VI\PSKHUKÅ`KPɈLYLU[[`WLZVMTVKLS
HPYWSHULZ:[\KLU[Z^PSSSLHYUKPɈLYLU[^H`Z[VHJOPL]L[VWÅPNO[ZWLLKHUK[PTL,HJOZ[\KLU[^PSSOH]LHTVKLS[V[HRL
home with them.
Pinewood Derby - Want to race a car? Want to build that car with your own
hands? This course is designed to allow students to build their own pinewood
KLYI`JHYHUK[VWYLWHYLMVYHYHJLVU[OLÄUHSKH`,HJOZ[\KLU[^PSS[HRL[OLPY
car home with them.

Kids in the Kitchen (Ages 9 and up only. Cost $75)
Baking Magic - 6/27-7/1; 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Learn the science behind the magic of baking and pastries. Students will preWHYLHUKLUQV`Z\JOP[LTZHZJ\WJHRLZW\ɈWHZ[Y`KLZZLY[Z[HY[ZHUKÄUPZO
[OL^LLRVɈ^P[O[OLPYV^U¸ZWLJPHS[`¹JHRL
Chocolates and Candies - 7/11-7/15; 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Sweets! Sweets! Sweets! Students will learn how chocolates, fruits and assorted candies come together to create awesome treats
Pizza! Pizza! - 7/25-7/29; 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
3LHYU[VTHRLHKPɈLYLU[WPaaHL]LY`KH`PUJS\KPUNJHSaVULZNV\YTL[HUK
KLZZLY[WPaaHZ;VWWPUN[OL^LLRVɈ^PSSILHKV\NO[VZZPUNJVU[LZ[

Watauga Campus - Kids in the Kitchen (Ages 9 and up only.
Cost $75)
Baking Magic - 6/20-6/24; 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Learn the science behind the magic of baking and pastries. Students will prepare and enjoy such items as cupcakes,
W\ɈWHZ[Y`KLZZLY[Z[HY[ZHUKÄUPZO[OL^LLRVɈ^P[O[OLPYV^U¸ZWLJPHS[`¹JHRL
Chocolates and Candies - 7/18-7/22; 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Sweets! Sweets! Sweets! Students will learn how chocolates, fruits and assorted candies come together to create awesome treats
Pizza! Pizza! - 8/1 – 8/5; 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
3LHYU[VTHRLHKPɈLYLU[WPaaHL]LY`KH`PUJS\KPUNJHSaVULZNV\YTL[HUKKLZZLY[WPaaHZ;VWWPUN[OL^LLRVɈ^PSSILH
dough-tossing contest.
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Cobra Athletics News
Two members of the Region X champion Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute Cobras Men’s Basketball team have
earned scholarships to continue their education and athletic careers.
Srdjan Ivic, from Belgrade, Serbia, played two seasons at CCC&TI.
He signed this week with Lander University, which is located in
Greenwood, S.C. and competes in Division II’s Peach Belt Conference. The 6-foot-9, 225, Ivic played an important role in the CCC&TI
MYVU[JV\Y[¸:YKQHU^HZHKPɈLYLUJLTHRLYMVYV\Y[LHTHUKUV
KV\I[^PSSTHRLHKPɈLYLUJLMVY3HUKLYHZ^LSS¹ZHPK4H[[(UKLYson, CCC&TI Men’s Basketball Head Coach. Ivic will graduate from
CCC&TI in May and will have two years of eligibility remaining as he
heads to Lander.
CCC&TI’s Jonathan Curtis signed to play at Queens University in
Above, back row, left to right, are CCC&TI
Charlotte next season. The 6-foot-7, 215, Curtis is originally from
Athletic
Director and Men’s Basketball Head Coach
High Point, NC where he played for the T.W. Andrews Red Raiders.
Matt Anderson and Vice President of
Curtis also played at Davidson Community College before transferStudent Services Dena Holman; front row, left to
ring to CCC&TI. The 21-year-old, who averaged more than 10 points
right CCC&TI President Dr. Kenneth A. Boham,
and 6 rebounds per game during the 2015-2016 season, was joined
Ivic
and CCC&TI Minority Male Mentoring Program
by his parents Charles and Mary Curtis for the ceremony at CCC&TI’s
Director Elaine Setzer-Maxwell.
campus in Hudson, N.C. Curtis will graduate from CCC&TI in May
with an Associate Degree and will have two years of eligibility remainBelow, back row, left to right are Coach
ing as he enrolls at Queens.
Matt Anderson, CCC&TI President Dr. Ken Bo-

Curtis said he’s excited to be joining CCC&TI teammate Jalin Alexan- ham, Vice President Mark Poarch and 3M Program
der on the Queens squad next season. “They like to run and that’s a Director Elaine Setzer-Maxwell. Front row, center is
Jonathan Curtis with parents
good system for both of us,” adding that he is grateful for the opporCharles and Mary Curtis.
tunity to play basketball at CCC&TI and earn a scholarship to play at
Queens.
The Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute Women’s
)HZRL[IHSS[LHTOHZZPNULKP[ZÄYZ[WSH`LYMVYZLHZVU
and it’s a familiar name to local residents. West Caldwell High School
guard Destiny Marley signed her letter of intent Monday to play for
the CCC&TI Lady Cobras. Head Coach Alicia Abernathy describes
Marley as a great shooter. “She’s smart and has great enthusiasm for
the program,” Abernathy said of why she recruited the local player.
As a senior at West Caldwell, Marley averaged nearly 15 points and
4 rebounds per game, according to MaxPreps.com, and was chosen
for the SD-7 All-Conference Team.

Pictured below, from left to right, are: (front row) Tracy
Marley, Destiny’s mother; Destiny Marley; CCC&TI Women’s
Basketball Head Coach Alicia Abernathy. (back row) CCC&TI
Athletic Director Matt Anderson, CCC&TI President Dr. Ken
Boham, CCC&TI Executive Vice President Dr. Mark Poarch
and CCC&TI Vice President of Student Services Dena Holman.
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Tributes from the Foundation
Memorial gifts and honoraria are very meaningful ways to express sympathy to a bereaved family or to recognize someone on a special occasion. An individual’s legacy will continue to live on through the educational opportunities made
possible by these special gifts. The Foundation of CCC&TI gratefully acknowledges following tributes received received
March 15 through April 13, 2016:
HONORARIUMS:
In honor of Dr. Kenneth A. Boham, CCC&TI President, to
the CCC&TI Writer’s Symposium for ‘always being so supWVY[P]LVMOPZZ[\KLU[ZHUKMHJ\S[`Z[HɈ»!
- Charles “Chuck” and Laurette LePrevost
In honor of Rose Church, mother of Jerry and Patricia, to
the Dwight and Rose Church Dream Award:
- Jerry and Amy Church
- Ms. Patricia Church
In honor of Jimmy Hemphill, CCC&TI Executive Vice President Emeritus, to the Jimmy Hemphill Scholarship:

1LɈHUK9P[H1VPULZ
In honor of Nancy Hemphill, CCC&TI Foundation Board
member and Executive Committee Member, to the Dream
Program:
- Ms. Barbara Jones
In honor of Dr. Eric McKeithan, former CCC&TI President,
to the CCC&TI Writer’s Symposium for ‘always being so
Z\WWVY[P]LVMOPZZ[\KLU[ZHUKMHJ\S[`Z[HɈ»!
- Charles “Chuck” and Laurette LePrevost
In honor of Sara Putzell:
- Ms. Carol Senf

In memory of Helen J. Hatley, CCC&TI Controller Emerita,
to the Helen J. Hatley Achievement Award:
- Ms. Rebecca Bentley
- Carolyn and James Cook
In memory of her parents, Barton and Estoy Hayes, to the
Barton and Estoy Hayes Scholarship:
- Ms. Frances Swanson
In memory of Lora Land, sister of Myra Moore, to the
Woodrow and Sue Land Scholarship fund:
- Ms. Nena H. Babb
- Ms. Myra Moore
In memory of Mark Richard, CCC&TI Retiree - Dean of the
Health Sciences, Business and Industrial Division, funds to
assist an Allied Health student:
- Charles “Chuck” and Laurette LePrevost
In memory of her husband, Dr. Daniel N. Stallings, CCC&TI
Retiree – Vice President of Instruction, to the Dan and Ila
Stallings Scholarship:
- Mrs. Ila Stallings
In memory of her husband, Dent Sullivan, to the Lenoir
Rotary’s Dent Sullivan Scholarship:
- Mrs. Louise Sullivan

In honor of Mary Frances Sullivan, CCC&TI Foundation
Board member and Dream Program Committee Chair, to
the Dream Program:
- Ms. Barbara Jones
MEMORIALS:
In memory of Dr. H. Ed Beam, founding CCC&TI President,
to the CCC&TI Writer’s Symposium for’ always being so
Z\WWVY[P]LVMOPZZ[\KLU[ZHUKMHJ\S[`Z[HɈ»!
- Charles “Chuck” and Laurette LePrevost

Book Buyback
is May 4, 5 & 9
Caldwell Campus Bookstore
9 a.m. – 6 p.m.

In memory of their son, Kenny Beane, to the Kenny Beane
Scholarship fund:
- Bill and Sandra Beane

Watauga Campus Bookstore
9 a.m. – 1 p.m. &
2 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.

In memory of Dwight Church, father of Jerry and Patricia,
to the Dwight and Rose Church Dream Award:
- Jerry and Amy Church
- Ms. Patricia Church
In memory Dr. Patrick Conn, husband of Doris, to the Student Emergency Aid fund:
- Ms. Doris Conn

Must have student ID number each day.
Return rentals in store not at buyback counter.

In memory of John A. Forlines, Jr., CCC&TI Board of
Trustees’ Chair from 1964 - 1983 and CCC&TI Foundation
Board member from 1984 – 2010:
- Mr. Rudy Snow

In-store Rental Books are due
May 10, 2016 by 4 p.m.
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Cosmetology Fashion Show
In April, CCC&TI Cosmetology students showcased their skills in a spring fashion show
featuring beautiful makeup, stylish fashions and creative ideas. The show included makeup, hair and costumes designed and executed by CCC&TI students. The show was held
in the B Building Theater on
the Caldwell Campus.

The Caldwell
Chronicle is a
publication of
CCC&TI’s
Marketing &
Communications
Department, a division
of Instructional
Support Services.
Find us on the web at:
www.cccti.edu/chronicle
Have news or
information for the
Chronicle?
Contact:
Edward Terry, Public
0UMVYTH[PVU6ɉJLYH[
828.726.2202 or
eterry@cccti.edu
or
Amy Bowman,
Media Designer, at
828.726.2209 or
abowman@cccti.edu.
www.cccti.edu
www.facebook.com/ cccti
Twitter @cccti
828.726.2200
828.297.3811
CCC&TI is an equal
opportunity educator
and employer.

Watauga and Caldwell: Basic Computer Skills
Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute’s Department of Continuing Educa[PVUHUK>VYRMVYJL+L]LSVWTLU[^PSSVɈLY[OL)HZPJ*VTW\[LY:RPSSZJSHZZVUIV[O[OL
Caldwell and Watauga Campuses, as well as at the Department of Social Services in
Lenoir. On CCC&TI’s Watauga Campus in Boone, the class will run from May 17 to June
23 and will be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. In Caldwell
County, the class will run from May 17 to June 23 and will held on Tuesdays and ThursKH`ZMYVT HT[VWTH[[OL*HSK^LSS*V\U[`+::6ɉJLPU3LUVPY;OLJSHZZ^PSS
HSZVILVɈLYLKMYVT1\UL[V1\S`VU[OL*HSK^LSS*HTW\ZPU/\KZVUHUK^PSSTLL[
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Students will learn basic computer
skills with emphasis placed on keyboarding, overall comfort level with computers and using technology in the workplace. Cost of the class is $71 but course fees can be waived
for those who qualify. For more information or to register, call 828-726-2242 in Caldwell
County or 828-297-3811 in Watauga County or visit www.cccti.edu/coned.

Watauga ServSafe Course
Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute’s Department of Continuing Educa[PVUHUK>VYRMVYJL+L]LSVWTLU[^PSSVɈLY[OL:LY]:HML7YLWJV\YZLVU[OLJVSSLNL»Z
Watauga Campus in Boone. The class will run Monday, July 18 to Thursday, July 21
from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. The cost of the course is $71. Students must also purchase the
:LY]:HML*V\YZL)VVR[O,KP[PVUMVY\ZLK\YPUN[OLJSHZZ;OPZJV\YZLPU[YVK\JLZ[OL
basic principles of sanitation and safety relative to the restaurant and hospitality industry.
Topics include personal hygiene, sanitation and safety regulations, use and care of equipment the principles of food-borne illness and other related topics. For more information
or to register for this course, call 828-297-3811 or visit www.cccti.edu/coned.

